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CCTA PUBLIC AFFAIRS

INTRODUCING
PROTECT ACCESS TO
RESPONSIBLE CREDIT

influence and instruct the regulator, with
little or no parliamentary scrutiny. No one
doubts that good intentions prevail, but
many regulatory outcomes will starve the
consumer of access to responsible credit.

CCTA has been stepping up it’s public
affairs programme over the last 12
months to counter the increasing
negative impact on consumer credit by
certain activists. That in turn can generate
a negative reaction from the regulator or
ombudsman which is not necessarily in
the consumers’ best interest.

Finance, and lending in particular, should
be easy to understand, as should money
management or budgeting. However
financial education has been on and off
the school syllabus, as it is too difficult
for teachers to teach, and often action
themselves. It is therefore easy to
understand why it provides a platform for
extreme views which would not normally
receive much airtime. Parliament, policy
advisors and civil servants are buried in
Brexit, so the normal processes of checks
and balances are not there, and activists
are making hay whilst the sun shines.

Greg Stevens
CEO, CCTA
greg.stevens@ccta.co.uk

There is currently a political and public
policy vacuum, significantly enhanced by
the ongoing Brexit turmoil. The consumer
credit industry has been facing a perfect
storm for over two years, as our prostrate
government has allowed extreme views
from consumer groups and activists to

THE CONSUMER
CREDIT INDUSTRY
HAS BEEN FACING A
PERFECT STORM FOR
OVER TWO YEARS

We have referred to disrupters and
technology in previous magazine articles
and recognise that many consumers
are being served by new channels of
consumer credit. For the most part
the traditional credit loan process,
whether face to face or via the web, is
the model that holds true. The current
discussions and regulatory intervention
on affordability in the lending model,
and the current line of attack from
the Financial Ombudsman Service on
affordability, is creating consternation,
major concern and a lack of certainty for
CCTA members.
Five years of new and enhanced regulation
have now taken place, and there needs to
be a breathing space to allow consumer
views on how they access and deal with
all aspects of the credit process to be
heard. If consumers are struggling, or
can’t find access to credit, that also
needs to be collected as empirical
data, to check whether
regulation is bearing down
too hard on the market
and creating problems.
We believe that
consumer
research into
access to
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PARC...
responsible credit should be a major
project, completed by a research team
agreed by the industry and the regulator.
Whether consumers are finding that the
current/proposed regulation is allowing
them to exercise their freedom of choice,
should be a major part of that project.

The industry has seen many firms exit
either by closure or merger, particularly
smaller community lenders who provide a
variety of products such as motor finance,
personal loans, and secured loans. There
are also other pressures bearing down
on small firms with the Credit Reference
Agencies becoming credit brokers in their
own right. Enhanced data has allowed
larger firms to cherry pick consumers
in the market place.
The non-banking credit market place is
facing many obstacles, with only a few
voices fighting for airtime to pursue the
case for access to responsible credit
for consumers. This allows consumer
activists and special interest groups to
dictate the agenda and direction of the
regulator. In the past there was an equal
platform for the all stakeholder groups
to come together and collaborate on
industry issues under the Department of
Trade and Industry. That provided a solid
testing ground for ideas and processes
with a genuine concern for consensus.
Over the last five years we have lost that
collaboration and arrived at an agenda,
greatly distorted by consumer activists
and special interest groups.
The CCTA public affairs programme
seeks to protect both our members and
the consumer with regard to access
to responsible credit. Neither party
can succeed without responsibility on
both sides. We are seeking to widen
the intellectual debate over freedom of
choice for all responsible consumers.
Currently it appears that free access will
be taken away or certainly squeezed by
excessive regulation. We recognise that
the regulator has embarked on a journey
to rid the market of firms that did not
have the consumer at the heart of their
business model. We believe that in vast
majority of the market that threshold has
been reached, and further tinkering is a
step too far.

Many SME members feel that the current
burden of regulation is impeding their
ability to be profitable, and therefore are
reviewing their trading stance. Some
of them, over the last three years, have
elected to sell their outstanding book and
left the industry. We subscribe to the view
that the strongest will survive, but also
believe that there should be a place in any
market for SMEs to grow and become
potential challenger firms of the future.

market to operate. There are occasional
FCA industry meetings, that feel like
they are for purely ticking the industry
collaboration box.
By using quality consumer research,
the press, and politicians as an effective
tool, trade associations can press the
regulator to review regulation and where
necessary rein it back. It is the way to
shape the future and protect both the
consumer and the industry.

At the moment, the odds are stacked
against the SMEs in favour of the banks,
building societies, and large finance
houses. Members cite affordability issues
of ‘unauthorised overdrafts, overdrafts,
and credit cards as one rule for the
large and another for the small, whilst
recognising that the regulator has
promised action – but when?

We know that the insurance industry
was decimated from 2005 onward,
by the Financial Services Association
over regulating the market, with many
thousands of small firms exiting the
market or merging. That market provided
annual insurance products and was a
comparison based industry covered
mostly by small brokers. Consumer credit
is a completely different arena requiring
different consumer treatment and
assistance throughout the life of a loan.
Brexit is nearing a conclusion and
hopefully a final meaningful vote will take It needs more interface and
place in the week commencing 18 March. understanding, and the real danger
is multiple market exit, leading
By the middle of 2019 government
to a truncated industry and
will be back to normal, and access to
consequently a lack of
parliamentarians and select committees
access to consumer credit.
will have returned. Unless there is a
massive sea change it will not be possible Certainly not what the
to get any meaningful meetings regarding government expected
from the FCA.
regulatory changes or creep with the
FCA. Paper based consultations are part
of their regulatory process, but afford
very little change to the direction
of regulation.

IN CONCLUSION

The FCA use face to face
meetings to understand
and absorb the way
a market or sector
operates, then
CONSUMER
issues edicts on
ACTIVISTS AND
the way they
SPECIAL INTEREST
want the

GROUPS DICTATE
THE AGENDA AND
DIRECTION OF THE
REGULATOR
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FIVE YEARS OF THE FCA

A LOUDER VOICE...
Greg Stevens
CEO, CCTA

As we approach the five year anniversary
of regulation under the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA), we can
reflect on whether or not the industry
and consumer feel they are in a better
place than before the FCA. We should
also consider the costs, both financially
and logistically, that have impacted on
the industry during the same period.

SMES ARE
INTEGRAL TO A
HEALTHY CONSUMER
CREDIT MARKET
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There is no doubt that the number of
consumer credit lenders have decreased
in that period, with many more firms
to follow. The most common reasons
given by exiting firms are over-regulation,
regulatory creep, lack of certainty going
forward, increased compliance costs, and
the moving of the goalposts by both the
regulator and the Financial Ombudsman
Service (FOS).
Large firms are more able to cope with
the veritable mountain of paper that
constitutes the FCA Handbook, and the
constant changing of information in the
Handbook emanating from the FCA.
SMEs have seen rapidly rising costs over
the five year period, through compliance
costs and fees.

The fact that the number of firms has
decreased during the last five years
should come as no surprise to anyone in
the wider financial services and insurance
market. When the insurance industry
came under the regulatory control of
the Financial Services Authority (FSA) in
2005, there was a large decay before
and after regulation, as the regulatory
regime was heavier and more onerous
than the previous regime. Insurance, by
its very nature, does not impact unduly
on the day-to-day life of the consumer, it
is normally an annual product and price
comparison is the greatest determiner
of the product take-up. Post FSA
regulation of the insurance market
many SMEs had either merged or
shut up shop, and consumers
had increased access to
comparison sites and
online products.
The market now
is completely
dictated by the
large players.

Consumer credit is a product of a
different hue, and vitally important to
the way consumers run their lives. The
FCA, as the OFT before them, recognise
the fact that all consumers are different
and therefore need careful consideration
and treatment before credit is issued.
Indeed, one of the main thrusts of the
FCA regulation is the due diligence
on affordability required before credit
granting. Regulatory practices that work
well in one sector do not necessarily
transfer to another sector.

So, having established the importance
and difference with regard to the markets,
there is far more need for SMEs in
consumer credit to provide access and
choice. Banks, contrary to popular belief,
may not be every consumer’s first port of
call, especially now that bank closures are
rife in small communities.

WHERE ARE THE
POLITICIANS?
The politicians (power elite) and ruling
classes have be subsumed in Brexit since
the referendum in 2016, and the whole
of the May Prime Ministership has been
attempting to succeed in accomplishing
a Brexit deal, whilst appeasing the various
warring factions in the Tory Party. Corbyn
has his own set of warring factions, and
is always looking over his shoulder. The
two party system is fractured beyond
repair, and it remains difficult to see
how we arrive at a strong government
anytime soon. The Liberal Democrats
have never recovered from being in the
coalition government with the Tories,
and Vince Cable, the current leader, is
virtually invisible.
No one can doubt the tenacity and
overriding sense of purpose of the Prime
Minister (PM), but her single mindedness
has created a zombie government,
with MP’s dancing around the Brexit
handbag, and forming different factions
and coalitions. May’s strategy has been
to run the clock down towards the
Brexit date of 29 March, on the basis
that she can win the vote at the
eleventh hour. Despite the two
failed attempts on a meaningful

vote, the first one losing by the largest
margin in parliamentary history, she may
well attempt to go again up to the wire,
although by 13 March, ‘no deal’ will be off
the table. It appears that no one wants
the poison chalice of PM at this stage, so
daggers remain in the sheath.
Whilst the turmoil in parliament carries
on, the ruling class are absent in the
wings, and have been during that same
period. In all walks of life any vacuum
will be filled, and in consumer credit
the consumer groups and activists have
quickly and readily taken pole position.
The FCA and FOS are listening closely
to the consumer lobby and ideas from
that lobby are being taken forward by
both bodies, without much discussion
with the industry on the practicalities,
likely success, or any negative impact on
consumers or the industry.
As an example of the difficulties facing
the consumer credit industry over the last
few years, CCTA were involved with the
Department of Work and Pensions (DWP)
in the early discussions on universal
credit. We were asked if we saw any
potential pitfalls of giving consumers a
month’s money upfront, as the DWP
wanted to make cost savings by stopping
weekly payments.
We pointed out that consumers, and
especially those consumers with more
precarious relationships and lives,
would be used to dealing with weekly,
possibly ‘hand-to-mouth’ finance, and
would not necessarily have the nous
or desire to budget over four weeks.
After making many changes, huge loses
have taken place and more importantly,
many consumers were put into
difficult circumstances by the process.
Government are now looking at going
back to weekly payments.

the consumer. We feel that those kinds
of meetings would be beneficial going
forward, rather than
the consumer groups and activists
having a louder voice with the regulator.

increase the monthly payment required
from their credit card customers. We
believe that SMEs are integral to a
healthy consumer credit market, as
they are the potential large firms of the
future.

IN CONCLUSION

Many SMEs have been serving
customers in local communities for
years, with products ranging from motor
finance, personal loans, secured loans
and short term loans. CCTA is
dedicated to fighting the corner
for the non-banking sector,
and ensuring that the
collective voice of the
industry is heard –
not just the banks
and affiliates.

The political model is broken, it will take
several years to put right, and there will
be many twists and turns along the way.
As a trade association we have to be
far more vocal. At the moment we are
one of few agitating for less regulatory
interference, five years should be
sufficient to have all the bases covered.
Firms and consumers have suffered
during the process. Lending from friends
and family is huge, and the need for
access to responsible credit is likely
to grow. All of the above is the reason
we are announcing the pursuit of out
Protect Access to Responsible Credit
(PARC) initiative. We genuinely believe
that many consumers, especially in the
‘squeezed middle’, will become the
‘squeezed out middle’, as banks raise
the cut-offs in their credit scoring and

CCTA IS
DEDICATED TO
FIGHTING THE
CORNER FOR THE
NON-BANKING
SECTOR

Before the FCA, and under the
regulation of the OFT, we had
regular collaborative meetings
with the Department of
Trade and Industry and
consumer groups to iron
out issues and provide
rounded solutions
that benefitted
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FIVE YEARS OF THE FCA

A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE

ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL...
Graham Haxton-Bernard
Head of Legal, Compliance
and Regulatory Policy,
CCTA

The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
was formed on 1 April 2013 and took over
responsibility for regulating consumer
credit on 1 April 2014, its work and
purpose being defined by the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA).
The consumer credit industry soon
learned of the extensive nature of the
FCA’s remit and powers and of its strategic
and operational objectives but, initially
and optimistically, found some comfort
in that the FCA proudly proclaimed that
it would use a ‘proportionate’ approach
to regulation, prioritising the areas and
firms that pose a higher risk to those
objectives. Even the terminology used in

‘PROPORTIONATE’
AND ‘APPROPRIATE’
ARE ENTIRELY
SUBJECTIVE TERMS

its consumer protection objective (we,
the FCA, secure an ‘appropriate’ degree
of protection for consumers) gave some
comfort to the industry.
However, over time, the industry also
learned that the use of those adjectives
by the FCA was not as comforting as
it first seemed. ‘Proportionate’ and
‘appropriate’ are entirely subjective terms
and raised the question, ‘proportionate
and appropriate by whose standards?
The answer soon became clear, by the
FCA’s standards of course!
What did unnerve the industry at the
outset was the knowledge that the FCA
operates principles-based regulation, a
style of regulation that was not a dominant
feature of the regulatory regime prior
to the FCA taking over responsibility for
regulating consumer credit. The industry
historically had enjoyed legal certainty and
predictability not dissimilar to the ‘Rule
of Law’, which in general terms dictates
that everyone must be able to have their
conduct regulated in a manner that is
certain and predictable.
Principles-based regulation, in general
terms, means reliance on high-level,
broadly stated rules or principles, as
opposed to detailed, prescriptive rules,
to set the standards by which regulated
firms must conduct business. It became
evident that the FCA’s approach, under the
heading of ‘principles-based regulation’
included: a broad based standards
preference to detailed rules; outcomes
based regulation; increasing senior
management responsibility.
In its publication ‘Our Mission 2017:
How we regulate financial services’
the FCA said: “Given this diversity,
we believe it is neither possible
nor desirable to specify
exactly what we expect
from every market
participant against
detailed rules. Our
regulation will
always be
principlesbased.”
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The long standing eleven Principles
for Businesses (PRIN 2.1 of the FCA
Handbook) are high-level general rules,
which set out broadly the main obligations
on regulated firms, and are those
provisions from which all other relevant
rules and guidance in the FCA Handbook
flow. The Principles, as described in
PRIN, are a general statement of the
fundamental obligations of firms under the
regulatory system.
The Principles have certain characteristics.
They are general, broad in nature and are
overarching requirements that can be
applied by the FCA with a high degree of
flexibly to a dynamic industry without the
need for amendment. This allows for a
greater degree of future-proofing, enabling
the regime to respond to new issues as
they arise without having to create new
rules. The Principles are purposive, briefly
expressing the reason behind the rule and
are mainly concerned with behavioural
standards and contain terms, which are
purely subjective in nature i.e. reasonable,
fairly etc.
Most importantly, breach of a principle
makes the offending firm liable to
disciplinary sanctions by the FCA, subject
to the FCA proving an element of fault.
The Principles for businesses have been
subject to some criticism over the years.
It has been suggested that as they are
couched in very general language, this
may be entirely suitable for, say, an
organisation’s mission statement. It may
be questioned whether the very general
and non-specific language used is really
appropriate for a set of rules, breach of
which may expose a small firm to losing
its’ livelihood overnight, being exposed to
ruinous fines.
It has also been suggested that the
generalised nature of The Principles and
the fact that their application is almost
wholly dependent on the subjective
judgment of the FCA, renders the
FCA itself vulnerable to pressure from
politicians and from the media. If the
media decides that a practice is unfair to
consumers, it would be very difficult for
the FCA not to bend to such pressure,
presented as it always will be in the media,
as ‘The Will of the People’.
It is claimed that the use of principles,
as opposed to detailed rules, provides
regulators with flexibility, and those
principles are easier to comply with and

more likely to produce behaviour that
fulfils regulatory objectives in a firm.
In contrast, the use of prescriptive rules
provides certainty and predictability
together with clear standards of behaviour
that are easier to apply consistently and
without retrospectivity. However it is
claimed that detailed rules lead to gaps,
inconsistencies, rigidity and are more
susceptible to ‘creative compliance’,
(compliance with the letter not the spirit
of the rule) requiring the need for constant
amendment to new situations. Detailed
rules are also subject to the so-called
‘ratchet syndrome’ whereby as more rules
are created to address new situations
or problems, or to close new gaps or
loopholes, more gaps and inconsistencies
are created and so on.
It is apparent that regulated firms want
certain things from rules, whether they
take the form of principles or more
detailed rules. Those things include
simplicity and ease of application, clarity
or certainty as to what firms have to do
strategically and operationally to comply,
and congruence with their purpose
i.e. achievement of what it is they are
intended to achieve.
Frequent feedback in response to
principles-based regulation is that it is
inappropriate and lacks proportionality,
“one size does not fit all”, in particular for
small firms who lack the resources and
expertise to develop interpretations of
imprecise rules. No business can ever be
100% sure that it is operating within the
rules, no matter how large its compliance
department.
Overall, principles are criticised for:
not providing certainty; for creating an
unpredictable regulatory regime in which
regulators can act retrospectively; for the
potential that principles based regulation
gives rise to ‘regulatory creep’.
A definition of ‘regulatory creep’ is
difficult to find but it was once stated
that: “regulatory creep arises when
the rules are unclear, when there is
confusion about the standards, guidance
and regulation. People are left not
knowing what is expected of them, what
constitutes compliance with the law.
But what is very clear is that the penalty
will be high if they fail to do the right
thing. It is also clear that though hidden,
the ‘menace’ is real, uncertainty creates
additional burden and cost.” (Cabinet

Office Report - Better Regulation Task
Force and Regulatory Creep Sub-Group
2004: ‘Avoiding Regulatory Creep’).
Since the FCA took over responsibility
for regulating consumer credit on 1 April
2014 regulatory uncertainty has arisen
amongst our members for the various
reasons mentioned above and more
recently in relation to the FCA’s creation
of a sub-category of consumer credit
known simply as ‘high-cost credit’
In a speech entitled, High-cost Credit:
What Next?, given by Andrew Bailey,
FCA Chief Executive, at a New City
Agenda event, Portcullis House,
Westminster, London on 2 May 2018 it
was stated:
“A sub-set of consumer credit activities
are distinctly high cost. Our current
focus is on overdrafts, rent-to-own,
home-collected credit and catalogue
credit because of the particular risks to
consumers that we have found in these
areas. Bear in mind here that we have
also decided to maintain the package
of measures that make up the payday
loan cap and conducted a market study
on credit cards. And we have reviewed
all consumer credit firms as part of our
authorisation and supervision work,
driving up standards across the industry
and focusing particular scrutiny on firms
that pose more risks to consumers,
including those in high-cost sectors.”
This sub-set category known as high
cost credit is somewhat of a mystery
and has ‘crept’ into the lives of many
firms without them even knowing they
belonged to such a category.
Many members have received a recent
communication from the FCA headed
‘Portfolio Strategy Letter to Firms
Providing High Cost Lending Products’,
addressed to their respective CEO’s.
The content of the letter seems to
be attempting to ‘categorise’ certain
business models as being a high-cost
lending product but without providing
a definition of what high-cost credit
is, or indeed is not. High-cost
credit is not defined in law or
within the FCA’s glossary.
This is simply another case
of uncertainty for firms
and could be said
to be a form of
regulatory creep.

IN CONCLUSION
There is no doubt that the FCA, over the
last five years, has achieved what it set
out to achieve, as set out in its business
plans and in relation to its priorities.
For the consumer credit industry itself,
it would be safe to say that the last five
years of regulatory intervention has
been gruelling and ruinous for some,
with no indication of the intervention
abating. Lack of regulatory certainty and
predictability remains and inevitably will
lead to further shrinkage of the market.
Firms need clarity and certainty, to
achieve this it has been suggested
that the FCA should adopt the high
level principle 7 of the Principles for
Businesses for its own purpose and in
its own dealings with authorised firms,
principle 7 would then read:
“Communications with authorised
firms - The FCA must pay due regard
to the information ‘needs’ of the firms it
regulates, and communicate information
to them in a way, which is clear, fair, and
not misleading.”
For consumer credit customers, the jury
is still out on whether they are indeed
‘better off’ after five years of regulatory
intervention aimed at securing an
appropriate degree of protection
for consumers.

HIGH-COST CREDIT
IS NOT DEFINED IN
LAW OR WITHIN THE
FCA’S GLOSSARY
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CCTA PUBLIC AFFAIRS

QUARTERLY UPDATE 2019

£96 BILLION OF DEBT IS HIDDEN FROM FRIENDS AND FAMILY... FREEDOM OF CHOICE IS SLOWLY BEING TAKEN AWAY... ONLY THE LARGER COMPANIES WILL SURVIVE
SELECTED
BLOGS AND
COMMENTARY
All articles can be read in full on our
website ‘news’ and public affairs’
pages: www.ccta.co.uk

BLOG: TIME FOR THE FCA’S
HELICOPTER PARENTING
APPROACH TO CREDIT
USERS TO END, LET THEM
MAKE THEIR OWN CHOICES
PUBLISHED: 07 MARCH 2019
The last few weeks have seen an
unprecedented number of press
releases from the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) regarding the consumer
credit industry. The regulator has
good intentions like any worthwhile
organisation but its current cosseting
approach does the consumer a
disservice and is consequently
narrowing their availability to
responsible, regulated credit.
In August 2018, Sky News reported
on my concerns that the collapse of
Wonga would lead to more lenders
entering into administration and
this would subsequently result in
consumers turning to illegal lenders
or placing pressure on friends and
family instead.

IT WOULD BE
A GREAT LOSS, IF
WE CUT OFF PEOPLE
FROM CREDIT
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In just a little over six months since
the article was published, we have
seen the collapse of further lenders
in Curo Holdings Plc and Oakam Ltd
and the cessation of online lending
and sale of stores by The Money
Shop. Some lenders in other areas
of high cost credit have issued profit
warnings or are struggling to deal with
the mass number of historical redress
complaints being sent to the Financial
Ombudsman by dubious claims
management companies.
In the meantime the Money Advice
Service found £96 billion of debt is
hidden from friends and family with
many of those in debt saying that they
don’t want to burden others with their
financial issues. This would suggest
many may find it difficult to approach
friends and family about taking a loan
which could lead to some consumers
opting to use an illegal lender. A
recent Channel 4 documentary saw
illegal lenders referring to themselves
as ‘a necessary evil’ and describing
how ‘business is booming’. Only last
week, a court heard how a loan shark
had started ‘in a small way’ in 2012,
but by 2018 he was making £1,500
a week with a total of approximately
£450,000.
The Sky News article also referred
to the CCTA’s views on how the
combination of consumer pressure
and political intervention had hobbled
an industry that served the majority
of consumers. Sadly this situation
has remained unchanged and
the regulatory creep has actually
extended across the high cost credit
industry as a whole. The FCA have
capped the rent-to-own sector, are
assessing the options for intervening
in the motor finance market, and have
warned they will be taking a closer
look at the cost of guarantor loans.
This continuous barracking of the
industry by the regulator is proving
too much of a challenge to smaller
lenders whose daily operations are
being hampered by compliance costs
and tick boxes. Many are reluctantly
looking to exit the market which

means only the larger companies will
survive, therefore limiting consumer
choice.
Customers have a right to access
responsible credit, and a right to
choose what credit they require.
The FCA used to say it wasn’t a price
regulator but it increasingly feels like
policymakers are happy to accept
the notion of intervening on market
prices, egged on by consumer
activists and distracted politicians.
Freedom of choice is slowly being will
be taken away from the consumer,
and especially the consumers who
most need it. Different customers have
different credit needs and therefore we
must do our utmost to halt this gradual
erosion and protect access to all forms
of responsible credit.
For full article visit:
www.ccta.co.uk/public affairs

COMMENTARY: THE
FINANCIAL GRIP SQUEEZES
EVER TIGHTER AS ONE
THIRD OF UK WORKERS
NEED A SECOND INCOME
TO MAKE ENDS MEET
PUBLISHED: 22 JANUARY 2019
The squeeze on people’s disposable
income is growing ever tighter as the
need for financial smoothing devices
for many of the UK’s workers grows
ever more important.
New research from Gettasub has
found that one third of workers (32%)
are actively considering taking a
second job in order to stay afloat.
In the last month alone, over one
third (34%) of workers admitted to
having suffered sleepless nights due
to financial worries. Whilst just over
one in ten (13%) also said they were
planning to skip work to avoid travel
costs. Additionally, 48% of workers
believe the botched Brexit situation will
make their financial situation worse.
When asked about how much the
workers had overspent during the
Christmas break, 29% of respondents

said they overspent by between
£51-200 and 22% by 201-£400.
Additionally, one in ten (13%) said they
overspent by between £401 – £1,000.
Only one third confirmed that had not
overspent during the festive period.

While the cap has been welcomed by a
number of campaigners, we, at the CCTA,
are concerned that this is yet another
example of regulatory creep affecting the
industry, with the potential for extreme
consequences.

The month of January topped the list as
the gloomiest month, with over half (55%)
of workers saying it was the month they
were the worst off.

The FCA is being drawn deeper and
deeper into the realm of price controls.
It was set up as a competition and
conduct regulator, but it is rapidly
becoming a price setter.

The research also found that many
people were increasingly turning to credit
cards in order to stay afloat. Nearly two in
ten people (19%) said they had to borrow
money from friends and family to make
ends meet.
Greg Stevens, CCTA CEO, comments:
“The need to preserve access to
responsible credit is greater than ever.
Many of the UK’s hard working families
are struggling to make ends meet and
are looking for fair and accessible credit
to smooth the peaks and troughs of their
financial lives.
“At CCTA, we are making it our mission
to campaign for access to responsible
credit and to ensure that there is a
balanced debate with the regulator and
consumer groups. We intend to help
prevent overly restrictive regulation from
cutting off the essential supply of shortterm credit for those who need it.”
www.gettasub.com
For full article visit:
www.ccta.co.uk/public affairs

CCTA RESPONDS TO THE FCA’S
PROPOSALS TO INTRODUCE
A PRICE CAP ON THE
RENT-TO-OWN MARKET
PUBLISHED: 23 NOVEMBER 2018

In June 2018 during a Treasury Select
Committee hearing, Andrew Bailey
re-iterated the findings of the FCA’s
recent high cost credit review. During
the Committee, Bailey resisted calls for
blanket rate caps. He also acknowledged
the importance of maintaining access to
credit for the millions of consumers who
cannot access mainstream credit. He was
very clear, caps have consequences.
During the hearing, Bailey also rejected
demands to reconsider a cap on home
credit. On alternative credit options, Bailey
acknowledged that outside of Northern
Ireland, Credit Unions are underdeveloped
in the UK. Importantly, he said that: “they
are not, on their own, the only solution”
and that it would be “a great loss, if we
cut off people from credit.
The decision to cap the rent to own
sector is therefore surprising and we
expect that this will lead to more
calls for more caps on other sectors.
Campaigners are clear what needs to
happen, price controls to put rent-to-own
lenders like BrightHouse out of business.
But they are much less clear about what
will fill the vacuum.

the commercial businesses serving
millions of customers day in, day out.
The campaigners also know that, once
a cap goes in, it becomes the FCA’s and
the Government’s problem, not theirs.
They are not on the hook when the
supply dries up.
Of course, the ones who really suffer
are the consumers. They lose access
and choice. Ironically life becomes more
expensive for them because they lose
their budget-smoothing mechanisms.
Ultimately, the erosion of lenders will
continue and access to consumer credit
will be restricted by default. A result that
is certainly not in the best interests of
the consumer.
For full article visit:
www.ccta.co.uk/public affairs

THE COMBINATION
OF CONSUMER PRESSURE
AND POLITICAL
INTERVENTION HAS
HOBBLED AN
INDUSTRY

Credit unions and social lenders are
being proposed as solutions. But
these are a drop in the ocean
compared to

On 22 November, the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) proposed to introduce
a price cap on the rent-to-own (RTO)
sector. This will come into force on
1 April 2019, subject to consultation.
Under the proposed cap, credit charges
cannot be more than the cost of the
product and RTO firms will also need to
benchmark the cost of products against
the prices charged by three other retailers.
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QUARTERLY UPDATE 2019

FCA PUBLISH MEASURES FOR ITS HIGH-COST CREDIT REVIEW... EIGHT CREDIT UNIONS WENT OUT OF BUSINESS IN 2018... 11% OF BRITONS CLAIM TO NEED AN EXTRA £300-50
DECEMBER 2018
Monzo Bank was voted as the best lender in a
consumer survey undertaken by Which?
a report by the Money and Mental Health Policy
Institute revealed the mental toll of being in
financial difficulty. MMHPI also launched a new
campaign, ‘Stop the Debt Threats’ which is aimed
at bringing an end to the use of intimidating
content in lenders’ letters
an investigation by the Joseph Rowntree
Foundation found that in-work poverty has risen
faster than employment in recent years, with
working parents the hardest hit
H&T’s CEO, John Nicholls stated he see’s
investing in digital technology as key to growth
the ASA have upheld a ruling on Oakam regarding
misleading advertising
a parliamentary debate on Affordable Credit for
People on Low Incomes was held
the Claims Management Regulator published
their latest enforcement report which showed
29 licenses were cancelled between July to
September 2018
a report from Which? reviewed the current
accounts offered by high street banks and found
some of the best deals are reserved for those on
salaries of at least £21,500
a survey by Freedom Finance found that
a third of respondents felt anxious over
making important financial decisions, and
30% said people would prioritise other tasks
over organising their finances. The company
calculated costs to consumers after finding that
staying with more expensive credit cards cost an
average £432 per adult

Stepchange Debt Charity hosted a roundtable
event with The Smith Institute to discuss housing
and debt

the FCA published a sector update on retail
lending and issued a Dear CEO letter regarding
financial promotions

Responsible Finance, Carnegie UK Trust and
Scotcash held an event at the Scottish Parliament
to discuss ‘tackling financial exclusion in
Scotland, what more can be done?’

Rachel Reeves’s MP criticised Lloyds bank
‘gaming’ overdraft charges, which amount to the
equivalent of 61% a year

the FCA published the next package of measures
forming part of its high-cost credit review. It
announced proposals to change how banks
charge for overdrafts, while also publishing
the results of its review into the retail banking
market. Reaction from consumer groups and
rent-to-own companies has been mixed with
many welcoming the measures but expressing
some disappointment they do not go far enough
FOS published their plans and budgets for
2019/20 which detailed an expected increase
in the number of payday loan complaints and
increased levy
new research from Hastee Pay found that
workers in the UK and Ireland are five times
more likely to use high-cost credit in January
compared to December
the Financial Times article reported how eight
credit unions went out of business in 2018 while
many others cut back on lending
the Scottish Illegal Money Lending Unit published
the 1st Scottish specific research into the world
of illegal money lending in Scotland
research from the TDX Group found over one
fifth of Brits (22%) say they feel most financially
under pressure in January
insolvency organisation, R3 found 20% would
find it somewhat difficult, very difficult or
impossible to immediately pay an unexpected bill
for an amount as little as £20, without assistance
from an external source
the ASA upheld a ruling against Provident
Personal Credit.

THE AVERAGE
DEBT PER HOUSEHOLD
ROSE IN 2018 TO A
PEAK OF £15,385

JANUARY 2019
the Mirror teamed up with consumer
organisation, End High Cost Credit Alliance to
launch the ‘Fair Credit for All’ campaign
a report from the TUC revealed the average debt
per household rose sharply in 2018 to a new peak
of £15,385
Rachel Reeves MP wrote to Andrew Bailey
regarding the upheld ASA ruling against
Provident’s Christmas direct mailing
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research from comparison website Finder.com
found 29% of those surveyed felt an unarranged
overdraft is worse value than a payday loan
Blue Monday saw a report from Stepchange Debt
Charity which found a quarter of Brits felt uneasy
about their finances
the Treasury Select Committee heard from
Caroline Wayman who reported how FOS
typically deals annually with around 100,000
complaints that financial firms have not been
able to resolve on their own with customers
trading updates were published by both H&T
Group Plc and Non Standard Finance Plc
the ASA upheld a ruling against 118 money for
failure to show the RAPR
the FCA published trends in the HCSTC market.

FEBRUARY 2019

a survey by Fair Money found that 11% of Britons
claim to need an extra £300-500 a month to
cover expenditure and a further 18% need an
extra £100
Brighthouse are extending their short term loan
product to existing customers while Morses Club
purchased home credit provider, Hays Credit LLP
APPG Chair, Bim Afolami MP, has called on
Government to support credit union expansion
Which? is campaigning for the creation of
a regulator with sole responsibility for cash
infrastructure, which ensures continued access
to physical money
UK FinTech’s are scrambling to secure electronic
money institution licenses in Lithuania to make
sure they can access the EU post-Brexit
Non-Standard Finance Plc published details of
their offer of £1.3bn for Provident Financial Plc
which could result in a demerger of NSF’s home
credit business, Loans at Home , as well as the
sale of Providents’s Moneybarn and Satsuma
Loans operations
former Amigo Loans boss, James Benamor
has hit difficulties trying to set up a loan
product in Finland.

analysis commissioned by Sky News found the
poorest 10% of households get into debt to
finance day-to-day living
the latest Bank of England figures report
consumers paid back nearly as much as they
borrowed on credit cards in December
separate figures published by the ICO show that
personal insolvencies owing to unmanageable
debt hit a seven-year high in 2018
a report from Hastee Pay found workers are
five times more likely to use high-cost credit in
January compared to December and seven times
more likely to use their overdrafts

10% OF
HOUSEHOLDS GET
INTO DEBT TO FINANCE
DAY-TO-DAY LIVING

Morses Club purchased home collected credit
lender, Eccles Saving and Loans Ltd
UK religion and society think tank Theos launched
a joint study into the ethics of borrowing and
lending, called ‘Forgive Us Our Debts’
Brighthouse announced the closure
of 30 stores
Amigo Loans launched its
operation in Ireland
the Financial Ombudsman
has published their latest
set of complaints figures
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ON THE FENCE?
FOS
VIRTUE OVER THE
RULE OF LAW
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An area that fits under the ‘Rome
is burning’ banner is the Financial
Ombudsman Service (FOS). The industry
accepts that treating the customer fairly is
the bedrock for the longevity of all trading
relationships. The industry also accepts
that FOS has to be completely impartial,
but does not believe that they should be
setting quasi-regulations, or going beyond
the law that was applicable at the time. We
have already seen firms leaving the market
citing one of the reasons as FOS taking
away certainty. Firms leaving the market,
especially SME’s, decreases accessibility
of credit for consumers, for those who
have banking facilities but do not meet
the higher threshold for a bank loan.
In March 2015, the FOS said, of itself:
“We were set up under the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 to resolve
individual disputes between consumers
and financial businesses; fairly, reasonably,
quickly and informally. We do not write
the rules for financial businesses.
That is the job of the regulator.”
There is now a substantial body
of evidence that the FOS is
neither fair, reasonable,
quick nor informal. FOS
decisions are routinely
unfairly biased in
favour of the

complainant with little validation of a
complainant’s assertions. FOS is routinely
unreasonable and inconsistent when
dealing with firms. Because it has the
ultimate authority, it brooks no challenge
to its determinations. There is a backlog
of many thousands of cases. FOS is not
quick. FOS has lost all informality, it
has a policy process driven system for
complaints handling which allows little
scope for sensible discussion and debate
about issues.
In 2017 the FOS said: “Independent and
unbiased, we’ll get to the heart of what’s
happened and reach a fair, pragmatic
answer that helps both sides move on.”
But it removed the line: “We do not write
the rules for financial businesses,” and
added the following: “That could mean
telling a business to do anything from
amending a credit file to reducing loan
repayments.” So, by this point, the FOS
clearly felt that it does write the rules for
financial businesses. Neither is it unbiased,
it acts as a consumer champion.
Many of its policies are far from
pragmatic. It also fails to test, identify
or record spurious and unfounded
claims made in bulk by some Claims
Management Companies (CMC’s).
Indeed, it does not recognise these as
a problem, unlike the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme (FSCS) which
has revealed it has been bombarded by
a substantial number of mortgage advice
mis-selling claims from CMC’s with little
or no evidence. It noted that prospective
clients of just one CMC had been sending
proforma letters with very little substance
or evidence and that it was seeking to
stop them before claims were being
made. Exactly the same process has
occurred with CMC complaints about
consumer credit firms, but the FOS has
taken no action to stop them.
The claims to the FSCS have been
responsible for a substantial increase in
mortgage related claims and a substantial
amount of extra work for its teams. It
appears a sole CMC may have been
responsible for almost 1,000 extra
claims received in the last year.
The FSCS plan and budget for
2019-20 showed 684 claims
were expected for last year
but 1,605 were received,
and the regulator
has maintained
its estimate for
2019/20 in
line with

the previous forecast at 696. The FSCS
received a high volume of claims from
a CMC on behalf of clients that relied
heavily on a template letter and had little
variation for each customer. The claims
predominantly related to the suitability of
mortgage advice provided to customers
but provided little or no evidence to
support the claim being made.
The FOS appears to rejoice in high
numbers of complaints, whether or
not they are spurious. It plans for high
numbers, yet if it were the case that firms
could learn from upheld complaints
decisions, the numbers should be
falling. In fact complaint numbers are
high but the uphold rate by FOS is
falling significantly. On average 33%
of all complaints are upheld, so 67%
are without merit. The FOS should be
addressing this, not seeking additional
resources to deal with high numbers of
complaints it will not uphold.
There has also been a significant
change of tone from the FOS: “We are
independent and impartial. When we
decide a complaint, we look carefully
at both sides of the story and weigh
up all the facts” (2015). But by 2017:
“Independent and unbiased, we’ll get to
the heart of what’s happened and reach
a fair, pragmatic answer that helps both
sides move on.” By 2017, the facts were
no longer weighed up.
So, one has to ask, when did the remit
change and where is the authority for
the changes?
Under the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000, the FCA is required to take
such steps as are necessary to ensure that
the Ombudsman is capable of exercising
its functions and is empowered to make
rules concerning the FOS. The FCA keeps
those rules under review to ensure the
continued effectiveness of the FOS. The
FCA appoints all of the non-executives of
the FOS Board (including the Chair, with
HM Treasury’s approval). Furthermore,
under the Financial Services Act 2012, HM
Treasury must lay the FOS’s annual report
and accounts before Parliament, the
FOS is made subject to a statutory
National Audit Office (NAO) audit
and must publish reports of
determinations.
However, the FCA has
clearly not ensured that the
FOS is capable of exercising
its functions nor has recently
made any rules concerning the
FOS, despite considerable concerns
being raised. These have only been
considered by the Parliamentary Treasury
Select Committee, not the FCA. Despite
being under the remit of the NAO since
2012, the FOS has not been subjected
to an NAO Inquiry to determine its

competence, accountability or fitness for
purpose. This is long overdue and the
recent Lloyd Review was no substitute for
the independence and thoroughness of
the NAO.
Logically the FCA should arbitrate when
FOS practices, policies and decisions are
challenged, but it does not do so. There
is no appeal for a firm against any FOS
action, rule of law has been replaced by
rule of authority. Since FCA decisions
can be challenged by complaint to the
Complaints Commissioner, if the FCA
will not engage with problems raised
about the FOS (which it seems from the
requirements of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 that it should),
then the ambit of the Complaints
Commissioner should be extended to
cover the FOS so that aggrieved firms can
raise concerns about decisions, policies
or approach. The current bureaucracy
has become a construction by which
officials are conveniently separated from
the consequences of their actions if they
simply apply their authoritarian powers,
without there being any possibility of
challenge.
Since FOS cannot be challenged, it will
opine on whatever it wishes whether
within its remit or not, separated from
the consequences of its actions. FOS
has substituted the Rule of Law with
the Rule of Authority. Minority
interests now set the regime
for the majority. The French
Revolution was founded on
Jean Jacques Rousseau’s
concept of virtue over
the rule of law,
exactly as FOS
does. That did
not end well.

WE WERE
SET UP UNDER
THE FINANCIAL
SERVICES AND
MARKETS ACT 2000
TO RESOLVE INDIVIDUAL
DISPUTES BETWEEN
CONSUMERS AND FINANCIAL
BUSINESSES... WE DO NOT
WRITE THE RULES... THAT
IS THE JOB OF THE
REGULATOR.
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CULTURE IS KING
The Senior Managers & Certification
Regime (SM&CR) will impact all financial
services companies by December 2019,
how can firms demonstrate they have the
‘right culture’ when the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) supervisors come calling?
The culture of a firm influences the
behaviour of its staff, affects the way
business is done, and ultimately has
a significant impact on the customer
experience.
Creating the ‘right culture’ is therefore
vital to the delivery of a successful,
sustainable business. A Simon Sinek quote
brings this into focus: “So goes the leader,
so goes the culture; so goes the culture,
so goes the company”.
Leaders are a significant influence on
the culture of a firm, and therefore the
success of the business, ‘doing it the right
way’ is now a major factor.

SM&CR
MAPPED
OUT

SM&CR IS THE REGULATORS’ TOOL TO
RAISE AWARENESS AND CREATE A MORE
TRUSTWORTHY INDUSTRY
The FCA issued the Final Guidance Policy
Statement (PS18/16) during July 2018,
together with Guides for insurers and FCA
solo-regulated firms, setting out clearly
the regulators’ expectations for these
firms (reflecting what the banks have
been working with for the past couple
of years). The guidance is based on ‘near
final’ rules, so the detail is now pretty
much set.
A Duty of Responsibility (which every
senior manager will have to meet, as
set out by FSMA) is spelt out whereby
these individuals will be held accountable
if they don’t take reasonable steps to
prevent a breach. Firms must make sure
implementation is underway, so insurers
had to be ready by 10 December 2018,
whilst all other FCA solo-regulated firms
have until 9 December 2019.
So that’s it, firms can implement the
regime and show they comply, done and
dusted. But is it as simple as that?
The FCA (with PRA backing) make it clear
that SM&CR is focused on:
• encouraging staff to take personal
responsibility for their actions
• improving conduct at all levels
• making sure firms and their staff
clearly understand and can show
who does what.
It is all part of the regulators’ drive to
press firms to improve behaviours and
deliver outcomes to benefit consumers
and the market, thereby avoiding harm.
Establishing clear governance structures,
prescribed role responsibilities,
responsibilities maps, regular fit and
proper assessments, and making sure
everyone is aware of the Conduct
Rules – these are just the starting
point. Business models will be
monitored more closely and
the rules and regulations
have been tightened
to make systems
and controls more

effective to avoid higher risk activities
having a wider impact than anticipated,
looking to avoid the unintended
consequences or the ‘domino effect’.
THE CULTURE QUESTION
What else? What about the firm’s culture?
• the FCA made it very clear when
presenting the Guide, and the timeline
to SM&CR implementation, that the
expectation is that firms need to
transform their culture
• this goes to the heart of how firms
operate
• it moves the focus on from firms
avoiding being unhealthy to creating a
healthy culture that delivers the right
outcomes.
The FCA’s view is that the disasters of the
past have been due to suspect business
models and strategies, but also, more
significantly, the culture within the firms
concerned – the behaviours exhibited
and the over-arching management style.
However, the cultural challenge can be
difficult to address.
The regulators have set minimum
behavioural standards, the Conduct Rules
(five basic rules applying to all staff, and
another four that apply to senior manager
roles), but there is an expectation that
firms should reassess whether the culture
across their business is appropriate.
The FCA issued a Discussion Paper
(DP18/2) ‘Transforming Culture in
Financial Services’ in March 2018, which
presented a range of interesting papers
written by a variety of different external
contributors, considering:
• whether there is a ‘right culture’
• how culture should be managed
• how reward and environment can
influence behaviour
• how leaders can take forward cultural
change.
A number of conclusions were reached
and some of the key underlying
messages relate to all firms, because
without making adjustments to existing
behaviours and management styles,
driving the right (fair) consumer outcomes
may still be at risk.
WHAT ARE THE KEY CULTURAL ISSUES?
The FCA expects firms to establish the
appropriate culture for themselves, and
will want to see firms taking active steps
to show they are managing the situation,
so firms need to be proactive.
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A Culture Review could be considered,
covering a range of questions that must be
addressed:
1. How does the firm evidence that
the leadership intentions, regarding
staff conduct and displaying the right
behaviours, are permeating throughout
the whole organisation? Is the ‘tone
from the top’ reaching the staff in the
front line?
2. What has the firm set as its purpose
and is this understood throughout
the business?
3. Are the responsibilities across the firm
clearly set out, so there is ‘no hiding
place’ and limited opportunity to share
accountability, or claim ‘it’s not me’?
4. Are senior managers all clear that their
responsibilities include ‘ensuring the
behaviours of the staff they have in their
reporting line are always appropriate and
meeting the Conduct Rules’?
5. If challenged, could the managers
evidence that reasonable steps
have been taken to show that the
behaviours meet the required conduct
expectations?
6. Has the business taken into account any
structural aspects e.g. from where are
the key decisions being made?
7. Do all managers and the staff display
‘fitness and propriety’ at all times? How
are the senior managers evidencing the
appropriate control?
8. How does the firm reward its staff?
How much emphasis is given to sales
numbers or income drivers, as opposed
to customer outcomes? Is a balanced
approach evident, showing fair treatment
of customers as a key component?
REGULATORY ATTENTION
The FCA has made it clear that firms will be
challenged by their supervisors to provide
the evidence required, not in a ‘tick box’
manner, but by asking searching questions
about how the Conduct Rules and staff
behaviours are being influenced by the
actions of the senior managers.
Senior operational managers will be
the focus of supervisory visits, rather
than the risk or compliance functions,
with the FCA assessing how firms have
implemented SM&CR, emphasising the
role of the managers and leaders, rather
than just reviewing the details set out in the
statements of responsibility (role profiles)
etc. Addressing ‘the how’ rather than ‘the
what’, applying principles, rather than blind
adherence to rules.

Firms must show they have taken
seriously the need to improve the culture
across financial services, by stopping poor
practices that drive poor outcomes. Even
if the firms are making ‘profitable decisions’,
are they built on fair customer treatment
and appropriate management actions?
At all times the interests of customers must
be at the heart of every firm’s business
strategy and decision making. The
firm’s culture should ensure that where
customer treatment issues arise there
is a concerted effort to address them,
working to identify the causes, and then
learning for the future. Thereby balancing
the firm’s success with the achievement
of fair customer outcomes.
HOW CAN FIRMS MOVE THINGS
FORWARD?
SM&CR is not just a compliance
requirement, it has a focus on managers’
individual responsibility and accountability
that will help drive out poor behaviour,
raise the cultural standards across the
financial services industry, and create
a market that consumers, clients and
customers, and even staff, can trust.
This should not be impossible, however,
it could be challenging.
Firms should therefore:
• carry out a governance review – are
managers’ roles and responsibilities
clearly established?
• create the Management Responsibilities
Map (part of the SM&CR requirements)
• put in place the senior manager
job profiles, to cover the prescribed
responsibilities and clearly set out
individual accountability
• establish the necessary ‘fit and proper’
criteria for all positions
• prepare training material to ensure the
Conduct Rules are fully explained and
understood for all staff
• undertake a cultural assessment – to
address the question ‘is the firm’s
culture right?’ and to set a benchmark
against which future assessments can
be compared.
Changing the culture of a firm can be
difficult and can take quite some time to
achieve. By starting sooner rather than
later, firms will be better prepared for
when the FCA come knocking to test
whether the ‘right culture’ exists. Thereby
ensuring fair customer outcomes at all
times, and supporting the aim of delivering
a financial services market that can be
trusted once more.
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PROMOTING
GOOD MENTAL
HEALTH AT WORK

They also paint a picture of the dilemmas
faced by so many businesses, the need to
drive profit whilst having a duty of care and
legal responsibility for the wellbeing of their
greatest asset, the workforce.
Mind Fitness, is a training company that
teaches people to build resilience, reduce
stress and boost performance. We are
also the authors of the new book Unlock
You, published by Pearson, based on the
Mind Fitness Programme. Every year we
and our teams work in diverse business
organisations large and small. Our work
gives us valuable insight into the challenges
faced and opportunities delivered by
organisations who actively promote good
mental health in the workplace.
Where to start? How can employers
who wish to increase support
begin to address their
challenges? We believe that
the most important thing
that can be done as a
starting point in every
workspace and
board room is
to begin the
conversation.
For far too
long,
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THE RIGHT BALANCE
EVERY YEAR, ONE IN FOUR OF THE UK POPULATION SUFFER FROM
MENTAL ILL HEALTH AND 11.7 MILLION WORKING DAYS ARE LOST DUE
TO STRESS AND STRESS RELATED ILLNESS. THOSE ALARMING FIGURES
ILLUSTRATE STORIES OF INDIVIDUAL STRUGGLE, UNHAPPINESS AND
OVERWHELMING PERSONAL CHALLENGE.
mental health has been the elephant in
the room. That is why business, along
with the wider society, has tended to
stigmatise those who suffer, or allow the
stigma to continue unchallenged. With the
data making grim reading, it is clearly the
right time to begin to break the cycle and
undertake positive change.
By establishing a business culture where
mental health can be freely talked about,
a working environment is soon created
where people who may be struggling
don’t have to pretend to have the flu or
some other physical condition they believe
will buy them a reasonable amount of
understanding and support. With more
open dialogue, a company can establish
what questions need to be asked and then
ask them on a regular basis.
Having asked the right questions the
companies must, of course, listen to the
answers. One approach that has worked
well for a number of businesses is to
establish a mental health team that are an
effective and trustworthy first port of call
for anyone that is beginning to struggle.
The key here is ‘beginning’ to struggle.
So often the early warning signs have not
been recognised or at worst have been
swept under the office carpet. We see
instances of well-intentioned managers
offering a friendly gesture of support to
a struggling colleague and assuming this
to be an adequate substitute for proper
remedial action.
By establishing a clear and practical
process of reporting mental ill-health,
where both the staff member with the
problem and the ‘Wellbeing Officers’ feel
confident that concerns will be listened
to and addressed at the appropriate level
in the organisation, the business can
proactively manage the overall wellbeing
of the workforce.
The process has to be clear and
it has to be embraced by the
company as a whole, top
down. A growing number
of companies are
implementing cognitive
training such as
Mind Fitness

that gives their workforce a tool box of
coping techniques. Such training is largely
preventative as opposed to remedial, with
easy access strategies to manage stress
and build real deep-rooted resilience. This
approach becomes part of the business
culture.
The evidence shows that the benefits of
such training is overwhelming, both for the
workforce and for the business overall. The
Thriving at Work Report commissioned
by the UK government calculates that
the financial cost of poor mental health
to British business is £42b per year,
whilst the cost to the UK economy is a
staggering £99b. On a more optimistic
note, the report states that the return on
investment in supporting mental health
in the workplace yields a tenfold benefit
to the organisation through reduced
absenteeism, increased retention and
boosted performance. The available
evidence clearly demonstrates a robust
business justification of increasing support
both from a commercial and ethical
standpoint.
The tool box won’t make all the challenges
disappear, but it will go a long way towards
creating more manageable situations. With
quality training that teaches life changing
techniques, along with the understanding
of how they work and importantly why,
staff engagement and motivation steadily
increases. The benefits to the individual in
being better able to manage moods and
emotions are profound, as they are to
teams with improved communications and
more effective working relationships.
Lastly, for those for whom the early
support has not prevented a period of
absence, the provision of supported
recovery on their return reaps huge
benefits. One short period of absence due
to mental ill-health does not mean that
a cycle of re-occurrence is inevitable.
In fact, the likelihood of recurrence may
well depend on the period of recovery.
It is understanding that so many of us
are conditioned to say ‘fine’ when
asked how we are. If someone says
‘fine’ with a plaster cast on their leg,
we are unlikely to wholly accept the

response. If someone says ‘fine’ when
they are recovering from a period of
mental illhealth, with no physical indicators
present, it is understandable that this
superficial answer may be taken as fact.
So we’re back to the conversation.
Full implementation of a strategy to
improve the health and wellbeing of
each and every employee will, in many
organisations, mean top down changes,
adapting structures, methodologies and
working practice. Perhaps we need to see
the workforce as a relay team, able to pick
up the baton effortlessly almost before
it is dropped. Companies achieve this by
instilling a truly supportive team culture
and collective approach.
It’s certainly not all doom and gloom.
Things are changing. Taboos are reducing.
Society is becoming more aware of the
issues now and that means we’re better
able to act. Companies of all shapes and
sizes are thinking about the best ways to
react and support. Many more now have
programmes in place. It seems to be the
right time for business to hit reset and take
the opportunity to re-write the future, to
reap the rewards of developing a more
compassionate and supportive workplace.
Progressive companies are already
seeing great results from adopting
strategies of support. The great
privilege for us at Mind Fitness is
to be part of the process that
is resulting in a steady and
positive shift in attitudes,
and to witness at first
hand the changes
that the companies
enjoy.

FOR FAR TOO
LONG, MENTAL
HEALTH HAS BEEN
THE ELEPHANT IN
THE ROOM
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UP CLOSE...
DON’T BE WEAK
IN SPOTTING
VULNERABILITY
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Is the answer to how best to define a
vulnerable consumer as simple as quoting
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)?
“A vulnerable consumer is someone
who, due to their personal circumstances,
is especially susceptible to detriment,
particularly when a firm is not acting
with appropriate levels of care.”
Whether every vulnerable consumer
is especially susceptible to detriment
is debateable, but it is beyond doubt
that lenders need to look carefully and
sensitively at the person as well as the
loan application.
Consumer vulnerability can manifest
in many ways, from ongoing mental
and physical health issues (usually
well documented), to more sudden
instances like divorce, job loss, or even
an unexpected bill that impacts
disposable income. As a result, one
approach to managing all customer
vulnerabilities just doesn’t work.
Through policies and systems, firms
must not discriminate or make sweeping
generalisations. Because someone has
a mental health issue does not mean
that they will default on repayments or
misunderstand information given to them.
Nonetheless, lenders cannot escape
making some assumptions, every
applicant must be subjected to a risk
analysis, which will necessarily draw
(at least in part) on customer
trends and data-driven patterns
of behaviour.
The FCA has provided
some insight into what
a ‘good’ firm looks
like when dealing
with vulnerable
consumers
within its

Occasional Paper 8. This helps lenders
develop high level processes but, crucially,
does not indicate how firms should be
identifying vulnerable consumers.
So what can be done? First, and most
importantly, no two consumers should
be treated the same. Vulnerability cannot
be pigeon-holed in categories whereby
certain demographics are handled in
specific, defined ways. Each consumer
must be listened to, treated with empathy
and dealt with appropriately in accordance
with their circumstances. Lots of excellent
tools have been developed to help front
line staff manage these situations.
After research from the Money and
Mental Health Policy Institute illustrated
the need for agencies to improve the way
they advised clients with mental health
problems, Bristol University, with Money
Advice Trust, published some guidance.
Vulnerability: A Guide For Debt Collection
contains 21 steps to assist businesses.
This is one of the most comprehensive
documents of its type and provides
helpful guidance for firms.
Systems and controls can also be
implemented to hardwire vulnerability
protection into the application process.
Here, lenders can predetermine criteria
that will trigger an alert highlighting an
area of concern about an applicant. New
predictive analytics and AI tools are also
emerging that can use customer data
to provide more sophisticated insights
into behavioural patterns. Operationally,
training for all front-line staff can ensure
vulnerability considerations remain
a focus of customer engagement.
Sometimes it may be appropriate to
seek external advice; the Samaritans,
Stepchange and Payplan provide
support to lenders regularly dealing
with vulnerable consumers.
Together with ‘affordability’ and ‘suitability’,
vulnerability is one of the FCA’s hottest
topics and one which all lenders should
take extremely seriously. At any point an
individual can experience personal, health
or financial difficulty and it is right to
expect lenders to be ready to identify
and support them.
A closer look at this now will pay
dividends later, strengthening
lenders’ position to respond
quickly to the FCA’s latest
consultation.

...AND PERSONAL
For any Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
regulated firm, the risk and compliance
function is an essential and integral part
of the business, but it wasn’t always that
way. Martin Kisby, Head of Compliance
at Equiniti Credit Services, explores the
motivations behind the evolution of
compliance functions in consumer
credit firms.
Risk and compliance departments, once
held in low esteem by other business
units, have evolved into a crucial function
for protecting profitability. This is still a
controversial statement in the consumer
credit industry, but it’s easily justifiable.
To do so, let’s take a look back.
It’s 2008. The consumer credit market
is regulated by the Office of Fair Trading
(OFT). Firms have a set of guidelines they
are required to adhere to, but in reality can
interpret or even circumvent them entirely.
Business objectives are often,if not always,
placed ahead of consumer needs.
So what was the role of the compliance
function back then? Well, it provided
some assurance to the OFT that firms
were not ignoring its guidelines in their
pursuit of profits.
This often led to compliance functions
being derided as the ‘Business Prevention
Unit’ or ‘Profit Police’ and being allocated
minimal resource.
Fast forward to 2014, the financial
crash has altered the consumer credit
landscape dramatically. Trends in
mis-selling, together with poor consumer
outcomes, have highlighted the need for
fundamental change. The creation of the
FCA, by merging the OFT and Financial
Services Association, is intended to add
more stability and oversight to the sector,
ensuring better service delivery
for consumers. Big changes ensued.
The FCA developed a more robust and
detailed handbook, which not only
provided guidance on how firms across
the sector should be operating, but also
changed what was previously ‘advice’
into hard and fast rules. Firms were given
only interim permissions and needed to
complete an approval process to gain full
FCA authorisation. This required firms to
demonstrate strict adherence to the
new and updated rules and guidelines.
From this point onwards, the role of
compliance was transformed.
Firms began to allocate significant
resource to this function to ensure
they could provide continued
assurance to the FCA that
its rules and guidelines
were being followed. It
became imperative

to demonstrate that mis-selling,
unreasonable collections practices,
affordability issues and poor customer
service were being eliminated. The
compliance department evolved from
the ‘Profit Police’ into a pivotal function
in every FCA regulated firm.
Risk management also became more
prevalent under the new regulatory body,
as the System and Controls section
of the FCA’s handbook requires firms
to assess and manage their risks, and
have a Chief Risk Officer as one of their
‘approved persons’, individuals the FCA
has approved to undertake one or more
controlled functions.
These complimentary objectives meant
that compliance and risk departments
were consolidated. Compliance plans
were established to monitor specific
elements of the FCA handbook and verify
adherence to them. Any identified control
inadequacies could be migrated onto
a firm’s risk register for monitoring and
remediation.
Back to the present. Four years on from
the introduction of the FCA, firms have,
overall, implemented the necessary
oversight to demonstrate that they are
meeting their regulatory requirements
and treating customers fairly.
But let’s be honest, there are selfish
motivations too. A strong compliance
department, empowered to change
processes as best practice dictates,
reduces the risk of both regulatory fines
and exposure to defaults. This increases
revenue and protects profit margins.
In a sector competing on cost at
a scale never seen before, and
where consumer brand loyalty
is decreasing by the day,
protecting a firm’s margins
is crucial.

As compliance has increased in
importance, technology has kept pace
and evolved to reduce the time and
cost burden regulation could otherwise
have imposed. Now, best-of-breed
credit management solutions seamlessly
integrate compliance monitoring and
reporting into their sourcing, approval
and collections processes.
Happily, this combination of motivations
and technological developments has
created a win-win for lenders and
borrowers alike: an established and
proactive risk and compliance function
that not only protects consumers but
also contributes to the strategic
objectives of the lender’s business.

CHANGING
FACE OF CREDIT
COMPLIANCE
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Matthew Drage
Head of External Engagement,
Huntswood

UNEVEN LANDSCAPE?
WE ARE NOW
AT A CROSSROADS
THE FUTURE OF RETAIL
BANKING COULD
CHANGE RAPIDLY
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The world of finance has certainly
embraced the information revolution,
utilising the speed and flexibility offered
by digital technologies to reshape how
we pay and save.
But uptake has not been universal. Cash
and branch-based banking continue to be
central to the lives of millions of people
in the UK, especially those in more rural
areas. Long queues in high street banks
across the country show that many
people still like to speak to someone
behind the desk.
Challenger banks, prepaid cards, mobile
payments and block-chain enabled
technologies aren’t for everyone, it seems.
In fact, they’re not even for the majority
yet. The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
noted, in its June 2018 Strategic Review of
Retail Banking Business Models Progress
Report, that major banks with largely
traditional business models still hold 80%
of the personal current account (PCA)
market share.
However, digital challengers will surely
grow rapidly and take a large chunk
of that market share for one very
simple, differentiating reason: firms
that embrace digital capabilities
understand the value of
customer data to their
business model, and know
how to turn this to their
customers’ advantage.
In the Final Report
of this Strategic

Review (December 2018), the FCA noted
that firms could deliver better value and
enhanced customer service if they utilised
data more efficiently and allowed their
customers better access to this data.
But what would it take for digital uptake
to increase? In what way will this level of
take-up affect the banking landscape?
THE CROSSROADS
We are now at a crossroads. The future of
retail banking could change dramatically
and rapidly, or it could continue to
grow more gradually as it is now. This
will depend on countless unpredictable
factors, ranging from macroeconomic
change to the personal preferences of
individual customers. The FCA sees a
range of potential scenarios for the future
landscape of retail banking.
For example, if the population embraces
technology but consumers remain with
their existing providers, banks will likely
become something of a ‘utility’; with
disintermediation leaving banks to focus
on ‘product manufacturing’ while losing
direct customer relationships as other
players seek to cover the distribution.
A similar result could come if large
platform providers move into the sector,
either through disintermediated services
or full-scale retail banking offerings.
Of course, if neither tech take-up nor
switching increases rapidly, there would
be a more gradual evolution towards
tech-able banks and relatively stable
markets with competitive advantage
remaining in the hands of incumbents
for some time to come.
The FCA sees what it calls a ‘waterbed’
effect coming into play if only a small
percentage of the tech-savvy population
used their knowledge to switch. This
uneven landscape could result in
some customers reaping the benefits
of switching to new providers, while
incumbent banks introduce new charges
to their remaining customers in order to
recover lost revenue.
One other possibility is the ‘big switch’
scenario, where tech-uptake and switching
both increase rapidly with data-driven
services helping consumers compare
deals and switch with ease. In this
scenario, alternative providers
begin to take market share from
incumbent banks, overcoming
the scale advantages that
currently keep them in
place, and driving a
faster pace of change
in the banking
landscape.

If we assume that increased competition
will result in better deals for consumers,
then it would seem that challengers will be
hoping for a ‘big switch’ in the near future,
while incumbent banks will already be
evolving into a more utility, or platform-like
model.
But what would it take for the ‘big switch’
to occur in, say, 2019 (or at any time in the
foreseeable future)?
FLICKING THE SWITCH
We’ve already seen the introduction of two
of the key ingredients in the ‘big switch’:
Open Banking and the Revised Payment
Service Directive (PSD2).
As the regulator says: “In combination,
Open Banking and PSD2 are causing
traditional banks to take a new role in the
way they own and manage consumer
data. The principle of both regulations is
that individuals own their own personal
data and should be able to choose how
they are used and with whom they are
shared.”
And yet, even with these two massive
changes within the landscape, we still have
not seen the ‘big switch’ come to fruition.
Inertia remains a powerful factor within
markets such as utilities, insurance,
telecoms and banking. People simply tend
to stay with their current providers, even
if they could get a better deal elsewhere.
There are many reasons for this, such as
the fact that people find it easier and safer
to stick to previous decisions, as well as
the lack of time and access that so many
working people face.
We must also consider that tech-literacy is
not universal. Many thousands of banking
and payments customers cannot access
the technological innovations that have
made switching so easy for others. Varying
levels of education, disability, financial
situation or lack of access to the internet
can all mean a person is left behind while
others race ahead.
If we overlook this reality, we risk walking
straight into the ‘waterbed’, in which one
cohort of customers obtains better deals
at the expense of many others.
Data-managers and tech-developers need
to ensure that all sections of society are
equally able to make the switch. It’s a
monumental task, for sure, but if we are to
avoid a ‘waterbed’ scenario, it’s almost a
case of one and all or none at all.
Trust will, of course, play a huge part in
the switch as well. Customers will need
to be confident their data is being used
appropriately and worth sharing. Big banks
and challengers will have to ensure they
effectively communicate the benefits of

new technologies, as well as ensuring that
the data they manage is protected from
cyber criminals.
THE ‘BIG SWITCH’ AND COMPLIANCE
Even if the ‘big switch’ does not happen
as dramatically as some may hope, it
is likely that we will continue to see an
‘unbundling’ of PCA products as firms seek
to balance service offerings with enhanced
functionality and data usage, while looking
to capture profitable revenue streams.
The FCA continues to monitor the
landscape, developing and improving
regulations that protect customers
from unfair charges and encourage
competition. While reporting and
compliance will remain an ongoing cost
for firms, the quick and easy access to
data that technology allows should serve
to lower the costs of doing so. This alone
should encourage large and small banks
to move towards data-centric business
models.
The need to ensure security of data will
surely result in greater scrutiny from
the regulator. In fact, as indicated in the
Strategic Report, the FCA will continue to
work with industry, government and other
regulators in this field. The regulator will
also conduct a ‘programme of analysis’
to understand the value chains of new
payments business models to ensure that
the majority are benefitting from shifts in
the landscape.
In the end, it is hard to say whether the
‘big switch’ will occur in the near future.
Until banking and payments technology
is readily available to all and there are
enough tech-enabled challengers in the
market, we should probably continue to
expect a more gradual evolution.
We should not downplay the fact that
technology evolves incredibly rapidly,
however. There will come a point when
the landscape changes irreversibly and
regulation will catch up relatively quickly.
Firms should prepare for that future now,
so they are ready whenever
it comes.

WILL WE GET
ANY CLOSER TO
THE ‘BIG SWITCH’
IN 2019?
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BOOK
ALL FIVE
COURSES
AND

SAVE
15%

TRAINING
2019

QUENCH THE THIRST
COURSE NAME

LOCATION

COURSE DATE

Being Regulated by the FCA

Manchester

Wednesday 6 March

Treating Customers Fairly Regime (FCA)

Manchester

Wednesday 20 March

Supervision & Reporting (FCA)

Manchester

Wednesday 3 April

Complaint Handling, Reporting & Publication (FCA/FOS)

Manchester

Wednesday 17 April

Individual Accountability: Extending SM&CR

Manchester

Wednesday 1 May

Being Regulated by the FCA

Birmingham

Wednesday 15 May

Treating Customers Fairly Regime (FCA)

Birmingham

Wednesday 29 May

Supervision & Reporting (FCA)

Birmingham

Wednesday 12 June

Complaint Handling, Reporting & Publication (FCA/FOS)

Birmingham

Wednesday 26 June

Individual Accountability: Extending SM&CR

Birmingham

Wednesday 10 July

course locations...
Holiday Inn

Jurys Inn Birmingham

Manchester Central Park,
888 Oldham Road,
Manchester, M40 2BS.
T: +44 (0) 161 277 6910
www.holidayinn.com

245 Broad Street,
Birmingham,
B1 2HQ.
T: +44 (0) 121 606 9000
www.jurysinns.com

book online...
Visit our website and complete the booking form at

www.ccta.co.uk

PRICES

Members £336
Non-members £399
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each course carries the
equivalent of four hours and
30 minutes CPD credits.
All prices are
VAT exempt.

DELEGATE
DISCOUNTS
1 to 2 bookings 0%
3 to 4 bookings 10%
5 to 6 bookings 15%
7+ bookings
20%

need help?
CULTURE
CONDUCT
COMPLIANCE

email training@ccta.co.uk
call + 44 (0) 1274 714959
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SAVE
THE
DATE

YOUR CCTA

Balancing risk with
collections

CCTA MARKETING
OPPORTUNITIES 2019
The 2019 marketing brochure is now available to
view on our website. If contains full details of all the
opportunities we offer.
If you are not already on our mailing list, and would like
to be added, please email: marketing @ccta.co.uk

C C T A

C O N F E R E N C E

2 0 1 9

If you have any questions, call the office on:
+44 (0) 1274 714959

CCTA TRAINING PROGRAMME 2019
Our 2019 Training Programme is now well under way.
This year we are offering five courses in two different
venues. Full details are available to view on our website,
www.ccta.co.uk
COURSES:

Restons Solicitors Limited assists a number of
market leaders in the Debt Purchase, Finance
and Utility sectors with both secured and
unsecured collections.
Our
fundamental
understanding
of
commercial, reputational and compliance
issues, together with a focused, proprietary
interest in our clients’ receivables means
that we continue to excel in terms
of client satisfaction, recoveries and
complaint avoidance.

Being Regulated by the FCA
Treating Customers Fairly Regime (FCA)
Supervision & Reporting (FCA)
Complaint Handling, Reporting & Publication
(FCA/FOS)
Individual Accountability: Extending SM&CR
VENUES:

Manchester
Birmingham
If you have any questions
please email:
training@ccta.co.uk
or call the office on:
+44 (0) 1274 714959

To find out more about how our expertise
can help you, contact Nigel Coe on
01925 661602 or npc@restons.co.uk or go
to www.restons.co.uk

Nottingham Belfry Hotel
Thursday 7 November 2019
NEW MEMBERS
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RFX Capital Ltd
Leicester

BrightPool Ltd
London

RS Data Tech Ltd
Manchester

The Asset Exchange Ltd
Essex

The Business Lending
Exchange Ltd
Huntingdon

GB Finance and
Investment Ltd
St Helens

Since 2014, when the Financial Conduct Authority took over regulation of the credit arena, they have been moving
towards full delivery of their business plan. The mission to ensure fair treatment of consumers from an industry offering
responsible credit, is well under way.
One big question hangs over the work. Has overly enthusiastic regulation limited available credit options, and effectively
reduced consumer freedom of choice to an untenably narrow and unfairly balanced field?
Throughout the year, the CCTA ‘Protect Access to Responsible Credit’ (PARC) campaign will be at the forefront of our
lobbying activity. The conference will provide a full progress update, and review; where we were, were we are now, and
what’s new on the horizon.
Moving into 2020, the immediate focus will be on leadership, tone and culture, with the implementation of SM&CR
regimes. When the last stages of the FCA mandate are complete, will the dust finally settle for the industry, or will an
ever-changing horizon create continuing challenge for this beleagured corner of the UK economy?
Join us in unlocking the answers, and focusing on the line of the horizon.

Hosted by
Jimmy Carr

#CreditAwards

MEMBER
NEWS

MOBILE MONEY LTD ACQUISITION

Credit Strategy and Credit Awards:
at the heart of Credit for 20 years

16 May 2019 | Grosvenor House Hotel, London | #CreditAwards

Table plan
Credit Awards 2019 marks its 20th year as the industry’s most respected awards
programme. This is an important milestone within our heritage and we are proud to say
that we have served the credit industry with distinction, integrity and excellence. We
would love for you to join us for what is going to be a spectacular awards ceremony.

Diamond tables

Gold zone

£5,500 + VAT
Best seats in house,
bucket of beers, 2 bottles
of champagne, table
entertainment, Group photo

Seats: £500 + VAT (two
seat minimum purchase)
Half table: £2,350 + VAT
Full table: £4,150 + VAT

20/20 Platinum zone

Seats: £440 + VAT (two
seat minimum purchase)
Half table: £2,050 + VAT
Full table: £3,550 + VAT

Silver zone

For the exclusive use of
Credit Awards 20/20 platinum
partners: Champagne, beer,
cocktails, table entertainment,
group photo

To book
Call:
020 7940 4848

Personal finance lender Mobile Money Ltd (MML), part
of the wider Norfolk Capital Group of companies,
acquired the business and several assets from the
vehicular Hire Purchase (HP) lender London and Surrey
Motor Finance Ltd (LSMF) on 24 January 2019. The
acquisition materialised owing to the desire of the two
principals of LSMF to retire after 30 successful years in
the industry.
Roger Lingard, CEO of Mobile Money Ltd said “The
launch of a HP product had been on the MML roadmap
for some time but the opportunity to acquire the
personnel experience, industry relationships and a loan
book of the calibre of LSMF was always going to be
more appealing. The Norfolk Capital Group of companies
are extremely acquisitive by nature and are constantly
looking for assets and entities to improve their UK
coverage of personal finance options.”
The Norfolk Capital Group is owned wholly by Andy
Turner and his wife Sharon and boasts brands such as
MML, UKCredit, Commercial Trust, Central Trust and
The Loans Engine.
Lingard continued: “There are obvious commercial
synergies benefitting this acquisition and MML can now
take the solid foundations and apply additional resources
and advanced technology to enable a significant and
accelerated growth.”
The business has rebranded the product as AutoMoney
Motor Finance.

ANCHOR EXPANDS OFFER WITH
ACQUISITION OF THE MANAGED
SERVICES BUSINESS OF VTG CLOUD

Visit:
creditstrategy.co.uk/creditawards
Email:
sales@shardfinancialmedia.com
For sponsorship
opportunities contact:
lbryant@shardfinancialmedia.com

Bronze zone
Seats: £410 + VAT (two
seat minimum purchase)
Half table: £1,900 + VAT
Full table: £3,250 + VAT

20/20 Platinum Sponsor

STAGE
Category Sponsors

Sponsors

Supporters

REDLINE SHORTLISTED
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES
TECHNOLOGY AWARD
The Redline team returned after the Christmas break to
positive news having been shortlisted in the Consumer
Finance Product of the Year category at the 2019
FStech Awards.
Now in their 19th year, the FStech Awards recognise
excellence and innovation in the field of information
technology within the UK and EMEA financial services
sector. The Awards take place on the evening of
21 March at the
London Marriot Hotel,
Grosvenor Square.

Fintech specialist Anchor Computer
Systems has completed the acquisition
of the award winning managed services
business of VTG Cloud.
The seven figure deal enables Anchor
to significantly enhance the range of
services it is able to provide.
The acquisition includes the assets and contracts related
to the managed services side of VTG Cloud. VTG Cloud
will continue to operate the other aspects of its business.
It includes two data suites operating out of two of
Europe’s most prestigious facilities, Telehouse North 2
and Equinix Hex LD8. The dual sites allow Anchor to offer
customers high availability solutions utilising the latest
Metro Cluster technology from Hewlett Packard, VMWare
and Veeam.
It means Anchor can now offer existing and new
customers platform as a service, infrastructure as a
service, disaster recovery as a service, and backup as a
service.
Anchor’s CEO Mike O’Sullivan commented on the deal:
“We have worked with VTG Cloud for over eight years.
When the opportunity came up to acquire that side of
the business it was a natural fit for us and our future
strategy. We are looking forward to rolling out our
expanded suite of technology
and products to existing and
new clients.”
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FCA Financial Promotions Warning

Guarantee or Indemnity?

In a recent Regulatory round-up, the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) expressed concern that some firms are failing
to comply with its financial promotions rules when advertising.
Such a failure presents a breach of the FCA’s CONC and
broader handbook rules. The main issues the FCA indicated
they had seen included:
• not displaying a representative example when triggered
• not making the representative APR prominent
• not mentioning the legal name of the firm
• not displaying or a lack of prominence of the credit broker
statement
• displaying monthly costs for a vehicle without indicating
whether this is based on a credit or hire agreement.
In its release, the FCA encouraged firms to be specifically
aware of the provisions and related guidance within CONC.
The FCA’s Financial Promotions Team has identified in
particular that posts on social media platforms, are failing to
comply with the regulatory requirements. The FCA published
finalised guidance (FG15/4) in March 2015 on its supervisory
approach to financial promotions.
January also saw the FCA publish a ‘Dear CEO’ letter warning
firms against falsely advertising unregulated products as
being regulated. The letter said that the FCA had identified
some regulated firms, which undertake both regulated and
unregulated business, were issuing financial promotions that
falsely implied all of their activities were regulated by the FCA
or the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA).
The letter reminded firms that if it names the FCA or the PRA as
its regulator in a financial promotion that refers to aspects of its
business, such as products or services, which are not regulated
by the FCA or the PRA, then the promotion should make clear
those aspects which are not regulated.
Firms should be looking at the following issues now, including:
• ensuring that the representative example requirements are
followed compliantly
• that, where required, the broker disclosure statement is made
in a suitably prominent manner;
• ensuring that any use of ‘click throughs’ are standalone
compliant, including being clear, fair and not misleading
• promotion approval records are kept for a suitable period
• promotion content is CAP Code compliant
• ensuring that a firm’s regulated status is not utilised to promote
unregulated products
• that the firm’s status disclosure is clear about what regulated
activities it has permission to engage in.
If the issue does ascend the FCA’s agenda then subsequent
announcements may have more stern repercussions.

Guarantees and indemnities are a common way for creditor’s to
protect themselves against the risk of default by a customer, the
distinction often causing confusion.
A Guarantee is - a contractual promise to ensure a third party
fulfils its obligations; and/or an agreement to pay an amount
owed by a third party if the third party fails to do so.
An Indemnity is - a contractual promise to accept liability for
another’s loss (not contingent upon the non-performance of
a third party).
Unlike an indemnity, a guarantee must be in writing, or
evidenced in writing, (s4 Statute of Frauds 1677) and is
conditional upon a primary obligation of another party.
An indemnity is a stand-alone contract independent of
a third party’s liability.
In Dennis v HMRC (2018), heard by the First Tier Tribunal
(FTT), some important distinctions were highlighted. The
FTT examined whether a payment had been made under a
guarantee (to establish whether Dennis was entitled to tax
savings). They concluded that payment was made under an
indemnity and Dennis was not entitled to the saving. The
FTT also made observations in relation to guarantees and
indemnities. It highlighted what it described as ‘the principle
of co-extensiveness’. This showed that under a guarantee, the
guarantor is only liable to the same extent the debtor is liable to
the creditor. The guarantor’s obligation falls away if the primary
obligation (between the debtor and creditor) ceases to exist.
In contrast, a party under an indemnity can remain liable even
if the debtor is not liable under the primary obligation.
Dennis also highlighted a distinction between a guarantee and
indemnity known as subrogation. Once a guarantor has paid
out fully under a guarantee, he is entitled to be indemnified
by the principal debtor, these rights do not arise under an
indemnity. Guarantee documents often include both a guarantee
and indemnity. The terms must be very clear. In the event of
uncertainty, the court will choose the interpretation that is less
onerous for the guarantor (usually a guarantee).
Even though guarantees need to be in writing and signed by
the guarantor, a series of documents is capable of forming a
guarantee. As they are subject to contract law, there must be
evidence of an offer, acceptance, consideration and intention
to create legal relations.
SUMMARY
The Dennis case demonstrates how the courts look towards the
substance of a clause in determining whether it is a guarantee
or an indemnity. The consequences can be substantial and
creditors should ensure documents are drafted carefully.

A New Age for Limitation on
Consumer Credit Claims
On 16 January 2019 the Court of Appeal handed down its
judgment in Doyle v PRA Group UK Limited. The primary issue
considered was when limitation began to run under Section 5
of the Limitation Act 1980 (LA 1980) in relation to a credit card
regulated under the Consumer Credit Act 1974 (CCA).
In the first instance Deputy District Judge Medlicott found
in favour of Mr Doyle. He held: ‘the cause of action against
Mr Doyle arose at the time of breach of the terms of the
agreement and the service and expiry of the default notice
were merely a procedural precondition to issuing proceedings.’
PRA appealed. On 12 December 2017 HHJ Madge allowed the
appeal stating: ‘The effect of CCA s87 was that the cause of
action only arose after the time specified in the default notice
for remedying the default.’
In his judgment Sir Terence Etherton held:
• the effect of the wording of Clause 8f was that absent service
of a CCA compliant default notice, would provide a complete
defence to the claim as there was no right to end the
agreement or demand accelerated payment
• CCA s.87 (1) provided that without a valid default notice there
was ‘no right to treat the agreement as at an end or make a
demand for accelerated payment of outstanding amounts’
• this was supported by CCA s.89 which provides if the debtor
takes action to remedy the breach the breach shall be treated
as not having occurred.
Whilst Mr Doyle also advanced two policy arguments, being:
the decision removes the certainty the limitation period gives
the debtor as a default notice can be served at any time; the
delay benefited the creditor as the default notice is likely to
have become lost or destroyed.
Such arguments were given short shrift. It was accepted the
debtor is potentially exposed to a long delay, but that could
be beneficial to them by not having to make payment of what
was lawfully due. The loss of information also weighed in the
debtor’s favour as the creditor has to prove its claim. Further,
reference was made to the wide powers conferred on the
court to remedy any abusive conduct of delay through CCA
ss.140A and 140B.
The decision is a helpful one for lenders. However lenders
should be mindful of the potential burden it imposes as further
emphasis is placed on the default notice, its compliance with
the CCA and the requirement on the lender to prove its claim.

Sarah Herbert
Addleshaw Goddard LLP
Compliance Director (Non-Lawyer)

Being supervised by the FCA
Since the move of consumer credit licensing from the Office
of Fair Trading (OFT) to the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
in April 2014, the regulator is responsible for the supervision
of around 58,000 businesses across a very wide spectrum of
financial services activity. With such a wide remit the regulator
cannot know each firm and so they have adopted a risk based
supervision model with three pillars:
1. The Firm Systematic Framework (FSF) - preventative work
through structured conduct assessment of firms.
2. Event-driven work - dealing with problems that are
emerging or have crystallised, and securing customer
redress or other remedial work where necessary.
3. Thematic work on sectors that are putting or may put
consumers at risk.
The firm systematic framework has concluded that consumer
credit firms will mainly not have a dedicated supervisor and
contact is via the FCA’s contact centre. This is further supported
by a series of regional workshops and road shows which
are publicised on the FCA website which firms are able to
register to attend. In your sector there has been significant FCA
thematic activity leading to the publication of the high cost
short term credit (HCSTC) price cap and specific rules relating
to HCSTC included in the consumer credit handbook (CONC).
That leaves the event driven work and what the FCA does in that
space. Event driven work means the FCA reacting to particular
information that alerts it to the fact that there may be customer
detriment occurring in your firm. Those triggers may be:
• adverse trends in the regulatory reporting data (including
complaints)
• issues in advertising spotted by the FCA’s financial promotions
team who are very active
• specific egregious individual complaints that are referred to
the FCA by FOS (who share data).
If any of these happen the FCA will usually contact you by
email or letter and explain their concerns and usually ask for a
response in quite short time frames. When drafting a response
to the issues be clear in your facts, answer the exact question
that the regulator has posed and where requested provide
supporting materials. Be prepared for more follow up from the
FCA if your initial response does not close an issue or opens
up additional questions for the regulator. The best way to
approach this is going to the regulator with a story about how
you intend to put an issue right, rather than a problem.
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WHY INCREASED AUTOMATION
IS THIS YEAR’S KEY TREND

Paul O’Sullivan
Chief Commercial Officer

Automation. If there is one topic that
comes up more frequently than any other
in conversations, it is how a business can
maximise automation to provide tangible
operational efficiency.

THE COMPLETE LOAN
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Wherever you are in your business life
cycle, automated lending across as
many processes in the lending journey
can provide significant advantages both
commercially and for your customers.

Lending automation technology gives
companies a deep understanding of the
make-up of each of their customers,
including their payment history. It means
that a customer who misses a payment
every six months can be treated very
differently to a customer who misses their
first payment.

In terms of the front end, the speed
of turnaround in the on-boarding of
customers is hugely important. By
automating a lot of this process, there is
an opportunity to significantly enhance
your platform’s efficiency and capability.

A system can automatically connect with
customers via SMS and email, directing
them to a self-service portal to make that
all important payment. It can direct them
back to a collections team for a more
detailed interaction.

A fully configurable decision engine
can utilise multiple data and decision
points, ensuring a fair and fast decision is
delivered to your customer. By providing
an instant binary yes/no decision to
the majority of applicants, it allows
underwriters to focus on those potential
deals in need of further investigation.

Not only does it mean that businesses
can run their operations more efficiently,
it also allows lenders to treat customers
more fairly than is possible without the
level of real-time data provided, by a
more automated platform.

With automation, a business own their
bespoke decision making rules and have
the ability to change them in line with
their risk policy and appetite for business.
There is no need for change requests and
development work.

END-TO-END SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS FOR
THE INSTALMENT CREDIT INDUSTRY

Talk about the art of a ‘successful
lending business’ being the collecting of
monies owed, is prevalent. This is where
automation can really help to understand

Today over 200 businesses from across the lending industry
rely upon the Sentinel Loan and Lease Management Platform
to manage their lending business.

customers and improve operational
efficiencies.

Automation is critical for businesses
which are scaling at pace with steep
increases in the amount of money being
lent from one month to the next.
Automation enables companies to
meet the challenges and opportunities
presented by accelerated growth and
put in place the most robust collections
procedures. It helps to free up employees
to focus on customers who require a
greater amount of human interaction.

In an increasingly regulated financial
services environment, automation can
give lenders peace of mind that correct
and compliant processes are being
followed every second of every day.
To recap, the many benefits of lending
automation include:
• automation of the entire loan process
from origination to delivery to servicing
• the ability to sustain accelerated growth
in your lending and collections capability
• scaling up without needing to
continually add to your headcount
• total compliance in the face of ever
more complex regulatory requirements
• giving customers the ability to conduct
their business the way they want to
• ensuring your business is engaged on
more critical tasks requiring the human
touch, leaving automation to look after
everything else.

TANGIBLE
OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

Our modular design allows our customers the flexibility to
create the solution that precisely meets their business
requirements.
Customers are able to take their end users from initial
application through auto underwriting and pay-out to
instalment collections, arrears management and settlement
using the system.

WEB PORTAL

PROPOSAL

ADMIN

COLLECTIONS

CONTACT US:
To find out more about how
Sentinel can transform your
business, contact
01248 672940 or email:
sales@anchor.co.uk

CUSTOMER
PORTAL

www.anchor.co.uk
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GO WITH THE FLOW
HOW WILL PERSONAL
DATA CONTINUE TO
FLOW AFTER BREXIT?

ICO
UPDATE

ICO
ACTION

Elizabeth Denham’s blog busts the
myths for UK small and medium sized
businesses transferring personal data to
and from the EEA.
Like everyone in the UK right now, we
are following the twists and turns of
the Brexit negotiations. The sharing of
customers’, citizens’ and employees’
personal data between EU member states
and the UK is vital for business supply
chains to function and public authorities
to deliver effective public services.
At the moment personal data flow
is unrestricted because the UK is an
EU member state. If the proposed EU
withdrawal agreement is approved,
businesses can be assured that personal
data will continue to flow until 2020 while
a longer term solution can be put in place.
However in the event of ‘no deal’, EU law
will require additional measures to be put
in place by UK companies when personal
data is transferred from the European
Economic Area (EEA) to the UK, in order
to make them lawful.
We recognise that businesses and
organisations are concerned.
My latest myth busting blog
challenges some of the
misconceptions about
what a ‘no deal’
Brexit will mean for
UK companies
transferring
personal data
to and from
the EEA.

Magnacrest Limited
Date: 07 February 2019
At a hearing before Westminster Magistrates’ Court the defendant, Magnacrest
Limited, pleaded guilty to an offence under section 47(1) of the Data Protection
Act 1998. The organisation had failed to comply with an Enforcement Notice
which had been served by the ICO in relation to a failed subject access request
made by a member of the public. The defendant was sentenced to a fine of
£300, and ordered to pay costs of £1,133.75, with a £30 victim surcharge.

Leave.EU Group Limited (Incident 2)
Date: 01 February 2019
Leave.EU Group Limited has been fined £15,000 for sending almost 300,000
unsolicited communications on a single day for which they did not have
consent. They have also been fined £45,000 for sending unsolicited direct
marketing emails without the required consent.
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Myth #1: Brexit will stop me from
transferring personal information
from the UK to the EU altogether.
FACT:
In a ‘no deal’ situation the UK
Government has already made clear its
intention to enable data to flow from
the UK to EEA countries without any
additional measures. But transfers of
personal data from the EEA to the UK will
be affected.
The key question around the flow of
personal data, is whether your data
is going from the UK to the EEA or
exchanged both ways?
If you are unsure, start by mapping
your data flows and establish where the
personal data you are responsible for is
going.
All businesses operating in the EEA should
consider whether they need to take
action now. Read our guidance pages to
establish whether you need to prepare for
data transfers in the event of ‘no deal’.
MYTH #2: I have regular customers
from Europe who come to my family’s
hotel every year – I’ll need a special
agreement set up to deal with their
personal details.
FACT:
When a customer passes their own
personal data to a company in the EEA
or the UK, it is not considered to be a
data transfer and can continue without
additional measures.
However, there may be other ways you
transfer data, for example a booking
agency transferring a list of customers,
in this case you may need additional
measures. If you are unsure please check
the ICO’s guidance pages where we have
a range of tools and advice to help.

Myth #3: Brexit will only affect data
transfers of UK companies actually
exporting goods or services to the EU.
FACT:
Personal data transfers are not about
whether your business is exporting or
importing goods. You need to assess
whether your business involves transfers of
personal data, such as names, addresses,
emails and financial details to and from the
EEA and if this is going to be lawful in the
case of ‘no deal’. It is the responsibility of
every business to know where the personal
data it processes is going, and that a proper
legal basis for such transfers exists. Our
guidance: Leaving the EU, Six Steps To
Take, will help.
Myth #4: My business will be fine
because there will be a European
Commission adequacy decision on exit
day on 29 March 2019 to ensure the
uninterrupted exchanges of personal
data between the UK and the EU.
FACT:
‘Adequacy’ is the term given to countries
outside the EU that have data protection
measures that are deemed essentially
equivalent to European standards.
Companies and organisations operating
within countries with adequacy
agreements enjoy uninterrupted flow
of personal data with the EU. But an
assessment of adequacy can only take
place once the UK has left the EU. These
assessments and negotiations have usually
taken many months. Although it is the
ambition of the UK and EU to establish
an adequacy agreement, it won’t happen
yet. Until an adequacy decision is in
place, businesses will need a specific legal
transfer arrangement in place for transfers
of personal data from the EEA to the UK,
such as standard contractual clauses.

Eldon Insurance Services Limited
(trading as GoSkippy Insurance)
Date: 01 February 2019
Eldon Insurance Services Limited (trading as GoSkippy
Insurance) has been fined £60,000 for instigating the sending
of unsolicited direct marketing emails without the required
consent.

Alistar Green Legal Services Limited
Date: 31 January 2019
Alistar Green Legal Services Limited based in Liverpool has
been fined £80,000 for making 213 nuisance calls to TPS
subscribers between March and July 2017.

Myth #5: Our parent company in Europe
keeps all our personal data records
centrally so I don’t need to worry about
sorting any new agreements.
FACT:
Don’t presume you are covered by the
structure of your company. In the case
of ‘no deal’, UK companies transferring
personal information to and from
companies and organisations based in
the EEA will be required by law to put
additional measures in place. You will need
to assess whether you need to take action.
There are many mechanisms companies
can use to legitimise the transfer of
personal data with the EEA and standard
contractual clauses is one of those. We
have produced an online tool to help
organisations put contract terms in place
providing the lawful basis for the data
transfers. Companies that need to act
would also benefit from ‘Leaving the EU,
Six Steps To Take’ guidance for more
information.
You know your organisation best and
will be able to use our guidance to
assess if and how you need to prepare.
Alternative data transfer mechanisms
exist but it can take time to put those
arrangements in place.
It is in everyone’s interests that appropriate
exchanges of personal data continue
whatever the outcome of Brexit. The ICO
will carry on co-operating internationally
to ensure protections are in place for
personal data and organisations have the
right advice and guidance.
Elizabeth Denham was appointed UK
Information Commissioner on 15 July
2016, having previously held the position
of Information and Privacy Commissioner
for British Columbia, Canada.

NWR Limited
Date: 22 January 2019
NWR Limited based in Kent made 827,883 calls to numbers
registered with the TPS between May 2016 and May 2018. An
enforcement notice has been issued to the company ordering
NWR Limited to stop its illegal marketing activity.

Tax Returned Limited
Date: 13 December 2018
London-based firm Tax Returned Limited has been fined
£200,000 by the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) for
sending out millions of unsolicited marketing text messages.
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THE MONEY
CHARITY
STATS

The population of the UK
grew by an estimated 1,166
people a day between mid
2017 and mid 2018.

371 People a day were
declared insolvent or
bankrupt in October
to December 2018.
This was equivalent
to one person every
3 minutes and
53 seconds.

The UK economy grew by
0.2% in the three months to
December 2018, a fall from
the 0.6% growth in the third
quarter of 2018, according to
the latest estimates from the
Office of National Statistics.

61 Mortgage
possession
claims and
39 mortgage
possession
orders were
made every
day in October
to December
2018.

For a lone parent
family, the cost of
raising a child comes
to £27.90 Per day.

Based on AutoEurope figures, it
costs around £2,618 a year to run
a car (not including depreciation),
or roughly £7.17 a day.

FEBRUARY
2019
People in the UK owed
£1.625 trillion at the end
of December 2018.
This is up from £1.576
trillion at the end of
December 2017, an extra
£935.34 per uk adult and
£81.72 higher than the
previous month.

989 People a
day reported
they had
become
redundant in
October to
December 2018.

The average total debt
per household, including
mortgages, was £59,261 in
December. The revised figure
for November was £59,105.
Per adult in the UK that’s an
average debt of £30,995 in
December, around 112.8%
of average earnings. This is
up from a revised £30,914 a
month earlier.

According to the DWP,
around 13m households
(48% of the total) have
either no savings or less
than £1,500 in savings.
19m households (70%
of the total) have less
than £10,000 in savings.
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The average mortgage interest
rate was 2.48% at the end
of December. Based on this,
households with mortgages
would pay an average of
£3,195 in mortgage interest
over the year.

In August 2018, there
were 13 million
claimants of State
Pension, a fall of
110,000 on August 2017.
Of these, 960,000 were
receiving the new State
Pension (nSP) introduced
in April 2016.
A credit card on the average
interest would take 26 years
and 5 months to repay, making
only minimum repayments
each month.

In Q3 2018,
households in the
UK spent £108.8
million a day on
water, electricity
and gas, or £3.97
per household
per day. On
a seasonally
adjusted basis,
this was similar
to Q2 2018.

12 Properties
were repossessed
every day in Q4
2018, or one
every 2 hours.

The highest rates
of inflation over
the 12 months to
January 2019 were
for alcohol and
tobacco (4.2%),
transport (3.2%),
education (3.1%)
and communication
(3.1%).

The average interest
rate on credit card
lending bearing
interest was 18.66%
in December 2018.
This is 17.91% above
the Bank of England
Base Rate of 0.75%.

The number of people
unemployed fell by
274 per day in the
year to December
2018.

If someone on the
average salary saved 4.3%
of their income in an
average instant access
savings account for a
year, they would receive
£2.36 in interest after
tax. If they saved it in an
average cash ISA, they
would receive £10.87.

Out of a total adult
population of 52.4 million,
there are projected to be
31 million income taxpayers
in 2018-19. Of these,
25.6 million will be basic rate
taxpayers, 4.3 million people
will fall into the 40% income
tax band in 393,000 will pay
the 45% rate, which replaced
the 50% rate in 2013-14.

Nationwide estimates that
house prices increased by 0.3%
during January 2019, and were
up 0.1% on 12 months before.
Halifax reports that average
house prices fell by 2.9% in
January 2019 to £223,691.
This was a decline of 0.6% over
the quarter but a rise of 0.8%
over the year.

According to the
Family Resources
Survey, 45% of
working age adults
actively participated
in a pension in
2016-17, up 2%
on the previous
year. This was
66% for employees
and 16% for the
self-employed.

It costs an
average of
£22.95 per
day for a
couple to
raise a child
from birth
to the age
of 18.
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NEW FIGURES REALEASED IN
MARCH BY THE FINANCE AND
LEASING ASSOCIATION SHOW:
ASSET FINANCE

CAR FINANCE

CONSUMER FINANCE

Asset finance new business
(primarily leasing and hire
purchase) grew by 9% in January,
compared with the same month
last year.

New business in the point of
sale (POS) consumer car finance
market increased 1% by volume
and 6% by value in January,
compared with the same month
in 2018.

New business in January was at
a similar level to the same month
in 2018.

The plant and machinery finance
and IT equipment finance sectors
reported new business growth
in January of 26% and 45%
respectively, compared with the
same month in 2018. Over the
same period, commercial vehicle
finance increased by 21%.
Commenting on the figures,
Geraldine Kilkelly, Head of Research
and Chief Economist at the FLA,
said: “The asset finance market
made a great start to 2019, with
strong growth across most of the
major asset sectors. The industry is
providing vital support to businesses
of all sizes during a period of
continued economic uncertainty.
The percentage of UK investment
in machinery, equipment and
purchased software financed by
FLA members in 2018 reached
34.5%, a decade-high.”

The POS consumer new car finance
market reported new business
volumes up by 4% in January,
compared with the same month
in 2018, while the value of new
business increased by 8% over the
same period.
The percentage of private new car
sales financed by FLA members
through the POS was 91.2% in the
twelve months to January 2019,
unchanged on the same period to
December 2018.
The POS consumer used car
finance market reported new
business volumes in January at a
similar level to the same month
in 2018, while the value of new
business increased by 5% over the
same period.

Credit card and personal loan new
business together fell in January
by 3% compared with the same
month in 2018, while retail store
and online credit new business fell
by 1%. Second charge mortgage
new business increased 12% by
value and 18% by volume over the
same period.
Commenting on the figures,
Geraldine Kilkelly, Head of Research
and Chief Economist at the FLA,
said: “The consumer finance market
has seen new business growth
slow in recent months, reflecting
consumer concerns about the
economic outlook. Our latest
research suggests that UK new
consumer credit is likely to grow by
3.0% in 2019 as a whole, down from
5.8% in 2018.”

Transforming the
Credit Landscape
Award winning Agile technology and services
Equiniti Credit Services is transforming the future of
lending, delivering flexible, agile solutions that support
the entire lifecycle of a loan. Providing financial institutions
with a single effective solution
Equiniti Credit Services blends innovative advanced
technology with expertly skilled personnel, to service
a highly diverse range of lending portfolios.

Credit Software

Credit Servicing

Credit Sourcing

UK FINANCE HOUSEHOLD LENDING
UPDATE FOR JANUARY 2019
KEY DATA HIGHLIGHTS:

• Gross mortgage lending across
the residential market in January
2019 was £21.6bn, some 1.5%
lower than the same month the
previous year.
• The number of mortgages
approved by the main high street
banks in January 2019 was 0.3%
higher than the same month
the previous year; approvals
for home purchase were 1.5%
higher, remortgage approvals
were 3.1% lower and approvals
for other secured borrowing
were 6.8% higher. This follows
several months of strong growth
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in remortgaging earlier in 2018,
as customers took advantage of a
competitive mortgage market to
lock into attractive deals.
• The £10.8 billion of credit card
spending in January 2019 was
4.4% higher than the same
month the previous year. The
outstanding level of credit card
borrowing also grew by
4.4% in the twelve months to
January. Personal borrowing
through loans and overdrafts
grew by 4.7% in the year to
January.

• Personal deposits in total grew
by 0.4% in the year to January
2019. This suggests that the
recent rise in real wages has
not yet translated into higher
levels of savings. Deposits held
in instant access accounts were
2.4% higher than last December,
reflecting the preference
amongst consumers to keep
cash close to hand amid ongoing
economic uncertainty.

Get in touch to discover more

creditservices@equiniti.com | 08448 118 034 | @Equiniti_CS
equiniticreditservices.com

Vienna

one smart system
for unlimited lending
Vienna’s new business portals are easy to use making it simple to apply online,
and to get a very fast response. Portals are available for all lending products
and can be used internally as well as by your introducers and end customers.
Vienna’s consumer new business portals
include an adaptable credit gateway
for automated underwriting that is both
consistent and safe.
Vienna’s digital self service portals give
both the consumer and commercial
customer immediate access to information
and to controlled management for all their
accounts; services that are extremely
efficient and can dramatically reduce your
cost of day to day operations.



Vienna may be deployed as a service hosted
by Oyster Bay or by any approved provider,
on Azure, or as your own in house application.
Our technical team will work with you and with your
partners to integrate any third party application with
Vienna’s tried and tested API interfaces.
We have a ﬂexible approach to licences, and you
can choose the type that best suits your needs
from startup, site, company, country, global, SAAS,
portfolio management or standby service options.

ﬂeet lease and vehicle management personal and commercial loan retail ﬁnance
contract hire with service hire purchase and pcp stocking loan asset ﬁnance retail ﬁnance
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